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MAIM UT AND USE OF TITIS MANUAL

Definitions

,

Terminal Performance

knowledge, or skill you wit tnn -lear-r

In

rate

J2,

of a

'::.,

rt-

c7crall t

rre

icular unit or section.

o a behavior,

-.:-.ctives referrir

unctions of terminal ob-

-e "ate Performance Objectives-are

jectives referring to a behavior, knowledge, or skill you want the learner
to demonstrate along the way towards mastexy of the terminal objectives.
They are written in specific terms.

Criterion Measures-are the actual test

evaluation exactly as it will

be presented to the learner to see if he has met the objectives.
Levels of Performance-The
levels of performance (how well it must be)
- _-

given in this manual have been arrived at by the authors through past experiences and by consultation with many Career Education teachers in Duval
County.

These levels are subject to change after try out.

They were written

as average levels of attainment that all students should achieve. This_by
no means-limits the instructor, who can teach'as far above the levels as
possible.

These Objectives are l'animal-The objectives in this manual represent the

basic "need to know" knowledge and skills that should be attainable by any
student that meets the prerequisites of the course.

Course Prerequi

.,

es-The prerequisites for these courses may need re-

_

vision.

For example, if your course calls for a certain skill in reading

ability and you are not getting students of this ability that can perform
up to the course standardsithen a prerequisite of "must be able to read at
the -- level" may be needed.

Learning Units-Student
activities are individualized learni- units de-- signed to give the sturlent a chance to advance at his own rate of speed
with the minimum amount of help from the instructor.
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INTERMDIATE
RADIO TV SEIVICING

Course EhlJsc_

The Intermediate Radio TV Servicing Program Is a oneyear
esigned to provide the student with the

3hour a day course that
basic skills and knowledge

necessary for entry level employment in

the Radio TV Servicing Field.

The curriculum includes the following things:
dio V History, Use of Hand Tools, Safety, Basic Licensing Provisions,
Shop Practices, Use of Test Equipment, Vacuum Tube Theory, Transistor
Theory, Printed Circuits, Audio Amplifi_rs

AM Radio Receivers, Servicing

and Troubleshooting TV Sets and servicing of home entertainment electronic
equipment.

Time Block, 3 Hrs. Daily for 180 days, 540 Total Ho

SYTJABUS OF TERMINAL PE2FORNANCE OBJECTIVES

FOR
RADIO/TV SERVICING

1,0

Radio Trade Histor?

2.0 Use of Hand Tools
3.0 Shop Safety Pri-otices

4.0 Basic Florida Licens
5.0 Shop Practices and Materials
6,0

Radio Math Review

7.0 Radio Theory
8.0 Use of Radio Test Equipment

9.0 Vacuum Tube Theory
10.0

Transistor Theory

12.0 Audio Amplifiers
13.0 AM Radio Receivers
14.0 Servicing Procedures on AM Radios

15.0 Alignment Procedures

16.0 Turntables
17.0 Tape Recorders

IT

SLLAB1JS OF E:MmAL

CflNANC

F

OBJECTIVES

FOR
RADIO/TV -'11:'RVICE;(7} II

TFO

18.0 FM Sets
19.0

Stereo Sets

20.0

Black/White Television History

21.0 Television Math Applications
22.0

Black White Television Servicing

23.0 Shop Techniques & Mate ials
24.0

Television Audio Circuits

25.0

Video Circuits

26.0

Tuner Circuits

27.0

Sync Circuits

28.0

SI:eep Circuits

2900

TV -',ervicing and Alignment

30.0

TV Antenna Installations

31.0

Flor da Law

32,0

Employe

-p

lation

WAIL'

No. 1

To provide the learner

wth U

opportunity to learn the

skills and techniques used in the day-to-day practice in
Radio and Television Servicing.
No. 2

to
To provide the learner with learning experiences on up
the
date equipment and give him the opportunity to gain

necessary knowledge and practices in its use.
No. 3

To provide the learner with the background information,
theary and related skills upon which he may build a life
time career in electronics.

No. 4

shop
To provide the learner with realistic and relgvant

experiences which will develop his self confidence in
his knowledge and skills.

No. 5

place in
To help the learner develop an awareness of his
society and his responsibility to be a productive member
of that society.

attributes in his
No. 6 To help the learner develop personal
work habit-

personal relationships, and attitude which

orker.
will help him to become a valued employee and -o-
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ACCREDITATION

COURSE TITLE:

97

1BER

PIIQ TELEVIS ON SERVICE II

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

Radio Trades

The learner will, a: Wo accuracy, state in sequence the specific development
e of Radio and
in the field of communication which led to the orese
Television.

TER ION

.1

Correctly number in sequence not
less than 7 of the following events

Given a list of developments and events
beginning with the development of the
telegraph and continuing up through the
development of solid state devices, the
learner will number them in the order
of their occurance.

1.
2.

Development of Triode Tube
Intelligence transmitted

--across space.
First television camera
4.- First transmission of electromagnetic energy across space
FCC established
S.
6.- Development of Diode tube
7.- Development of Cathode Ray Tub
8.- First all electronic color
television
Voice first sent through space
9.
3.

2

Correctly match the name of the
individual concerned to the followi
list of events. (Minimum of five
correct required)

Given two lists, one containing developments and events, the other containing
namcls of individuals associated with those
developments and events, the learner
will match name to development.

I.
2.
3.

4.
S.

6.
7.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

1

Development of triode tube
t transmi ted
Intelligence i

First televisiL camera
Voice transmitted
Cathode ray tube
First patent for television sys
First photo cell
Zworykin
Fleming
DeForest
Rosing
May
Faraday
Fessendon
Marconi
Braun

ER

ACCREDITATION

COURSE TITLE:

9785

RADIO TELEVISIO

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 1.0

Radio Trades History

a

ION

FOPMANCE OBJECTIVES

Given two lists, one containing developments
and events and the other containing
names of individuals associated with those
developments and events, the learner will
match name to development.

1.3

Match the correct date to not less
than 7 of the following events.
1.

First transmission of electromagnetic energy through space.
Intelligence transmitted acros!
space

3.

Development of triode tube

4.

First television camera

S.

FuC established

6.

Voice sent through space

7.

Development of Diode tUbe

8.

First all electronic color T, 1

9.

First Cathode.Ray Tube

a.

1892
1896
1904
1906
1914
1923
1926
1946
1906

b.
c.

d.

e
f.

g.

h.
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TITLE:
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:0/TELEvIsIoN SERVICE -

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 2.0

ER-ED lATE

Use of Hand Tools

The learner will-identify the :land tools associated with Radio and
Television Servicing and will use them correctly.

Given the following hand tools the learner
will, at 80% proficiency, identify each
tool by name and function.
Pliers (slip joint)
Pliers (needle nose)
Diagonal cutters
Wire Strippers
Screwdriver (slot
Screwdriver (Phillips)
Nutdriver
Soldering iron
Soldering aids
adjustable wrench
Reamer
Tuning tool

The fearner will correctly use the hand
tools in the performance of laboratory
and servicing assignments, 801 proficiency
is required.

Given an assortment of hand tools
by the instructor, you are to
correctly identify by name and
function not less than 80% of
the tools either orally Or in
writing.

The instructor will observe your
usage of hand tools daily and
evaluate your ability to use hand
tools on a random basis, but not
less than twice during a grading
period.

You will t?e evaluated

according to the following scale
and a score of 80% or better is

regared.
20
20
20
20
20

13

points
points
points
points
points -

Safety
Using Correct Tool
Proper use of Tool
Care of tools while in use
Tool Storage

ACCRDXTATIO N

9785

_RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE II

COURSE TITLE:

SHOP SAFETY PRACTIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

safety rules, Define,tbe
The learner will write seven specific ground", state the voltages
isolation"
and
Chassis
terms, "Ele trical
home entertainment
that may be found in various types of common
equipment.

Criteriorrteasures
-ntermediate Performance Objectives

The learner will write 7 specific
safety rules pertaining.to laboratory
and servicing work.
1 Turn off the power by unplugging
the cord whenever you make any change
in circuit wiring.
2.. Use only one hand when you take
measurements. Attach one terminal
of your meter to ground or chassis
with an alligator clip so you handle
only one test probe.
When measuring high voltages, it is
best to clip both test leads in place
while the power is off so that you
won't have to hold either lead.
Don't switch meter ranges while
4.
hdlding a hot test probe in place.
The meter panel may be grounded
the
so that you get a shock between
panel and the hot probe.
Always support the equipment securely
before working on it. If an operating
receiver :tarts to a fall over, you
may grab it instinctively and receive
an electrical shock.
Never touch a grounded object or stand
on a cement floor when working on a
chassis, particularly one that uses
a transformerless power supply,
transformer or make
7. Use an Isolation
sure that the power cord is plugged
into the power outlet so that your
receiver chassis is at ground potential

14

List 7 safety rules to be followed
in laboratory and servicing work.

ACCRED TATI
_Dl0/TELEVISI0N -ERVIC

COURSE TIT

TERDMIAL PEIFORMANCE
3.0
OBJECTIVE

AFrY PRPCTIC

rxtermediate Performance Objectives
The learner will 'define the terms "Electrica
isolation" and "Chassis ground".

2

Define the terms below:
1.
Electrical isolation
2. Chassis ground

List the maximum voltages that
may be.founti in the following:

"ven a'list of commonly used home enter
ainment equipment the learner will list the
maximum voltages that may be.feund in that
equipment. .

1.
2.

1.

Pocket transistor radio.
9 volts

3.

2.

AC. transister radio120 volts

5.
6.

3.

Vacuumhtube radio500 volts

4.

Vacuum tube.amplifier

5.

Black &White television-

6.

Color television25,000 volts

g.

.

4.

Pocket transistor radio
AC transistor radio
Vacuum tube radio
Vacuum tube amplifier
Black & White television
Color television

-

750 volts.

20,000 violts

List the two dangers that are inhere
in.handling television picture tubes:

3.4

a.
b.

(2)

3.4

List the.two dangers
that are inherent in
handling televisiOh

picturetubes:

High voltage
Implosion

Ligt the special items of clothing
which _shOuld be worn while handling
picture tubes.

.

a.
b.
(2 )

High voltage
Implosion

.

List the special items
of clothing which shoulc
be worn while handling
picture tubes.

ACCREDITATION

NUERc

COURSE TITLE: Radio/T

Service_ TI

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 4,0

BAS C FLORIDA LICENSING RECS.

The learner will, with 80 proficiency describe the "Florida Electronics
List the procedures,
Service Act of 1970" Chapter 70-111 of the Florida Statutes,
for registration, and the cost of reil,intnItion, the penalties for violation of.the
act, describe procedures for collection and payment of sales tax.

CIZITER ION NEASUR.ES

TE PERFORMANCE OBJECTrVES
Given questions in multiple choice or
completion form, the learner will
demonstrate his understanding of the
"Florida Electronic Service Act of 1970
by scoring 80% or better on the te t.

The learner will state the requirements
for registration as an Electronic Service
Dealer.

a.

4.2

The learner uill describe the procedure
for collection and payment of the Florida
State sales tax.

State the requirements for registration
as an Electronic service dealer.

The cost of registration will be not
nor more than
less than $

The learner will state the cost of registration for each place of business and the
cost of the annual reneual fee.
The learner will dnscribe the penalties that
may be imposed upon persons who violate
the "Florida Electronic Service Act of 1970.

what is the pUrpose orthe

"Florida Electronic Service Act of 1970?
What effect does the "Act" have on
b.
Dealers?
What effect does the "Act" have on
C.
service technicians?

4.4

4.5

Any person who violates the "Act"
shall be fined nut less than $
or sentenced
nor more than $
to imprisonment a-FIZt more than
or both.
Describe the procedure for collection
and payment of Florida State Sales tax.

ER

CcuRse TIT

9785

RADIO/TELEVISION SFRVICE II

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5.0

Shop Practices and tterials

The learner will name the base metals used in solder, the type of flux used in
electrical work and properly solder electrical connections. The learner will
select the correct type of wire to be used in selected repair problems ircluding
high and low voltages, high and low current, and demonstrate correct sho, practices
related to cleanliness, inventory, tool care and equipment care.

PITERINfamm FERFoR4ANcE

cancnvEs

The learner will name the following:
1.
Base metals in solder
2.
Flux used for electrical work

IT

5.1

The two base metals in solder are
and
The flux used in electrical work
is

The learner will explain the reason for
using flux.

5.2

Explain the reason that flux is used.

The learner will correctly solder 5
electrical connections.

5.3

Solder electrical connections given

Given a list of typical servicing problems
involving high and low voltages, and high
and low currents, the learner will select
the correct type of electrical wire to be
used in each repair.

5.4

What type of wire should be used
in the circuits listed below?
a.
Filament
b.
Power transformer leads
c.
Biasing circuits
d.
Television high voltage circuit

The learner will state the reasons for
shop cleanliness, shop inventory, proper
tool and equipment care.

5.5

State the reasons for each of
the following:

you.

a.
b.
c.
d.

The learner will demonstrate the correct
procedures associated_with shop cleanliness,
shop inventory, tool and equipment care.

The learner will list the procedures to be
followed when handling custombr equipment
to prevent damage, lost parts, incorrect
billing, and insure complete and
accurate shop records.

Shop cleanliness
Shop Inventory
Tool care
Equipment care

You will be evaluated daily on your
conduct associated with shop cleanliness, shop inventory, tool and
equipment care.
7

17

List the procedures to be followed
when handling customer equipment to
prevent damage, lost parts, insure
correct billing and complete records.

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

CCURSE TITLE:

97S

RAD Ip/TELEV IS

SEINI

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
6.0
OBJECTIVE NO.

Radio Math. Review

The learner will demonstrate his ability toso1ve math problems associated
with Series and Parallel D. C. circuits, Inductancc! and Capacitance, inductive
Reactance and Capacitive Reactance, RL and RC time, and Resonant circuits.

CRITERION MEASIIRES
R.I= 75-(1`

The learner will solve math problems rela ed
o DC Series, Parallel and Combination

6.1

20

circuits.,

Solve

RT

The learner will solve math problems
concernii.g Inductance and Capacitance
connected in series and parallel to AC
circuits.

6.2

-Or:

ER'
ER2
ER3

IR1
IR2
IR3

Ptot.
PRI
PR2

What is the total inductance of two
10 henry coils connected in series?
What is the total capacitance of
two 10 ufd capacitors connected
in series?

The learner will solve math problems
involving Inductive Reactance and
Capacitive Reactance.

6.3

-A-2 henry coil and a .1 ufd capacitor
are connected in a circuit with a
frequency of 1 kilohertz.
(1) XL equals
(2) Xc equals

The learner will solve math problems
concerning RL and RC tine constants.

6.4

What is the time constant for a
2 henry coil and a 1000 ohm resistor?
What is the time constant for a 1
ufd. capacitor and a 10,000 ohm
resistor?

5.1

The learner will solve math problems
concerning the relationships between
voltage current, frequency and impedance
in resonant circuits, (Series and
Parallel)

6.5

18

What is the resonant freq. for.a
.01 ufd capacitor and a 2 millihenry coil?
If the components in the above
problem are connected in series the
impedance will Inc. Dec as the
frequency is brought closer to
resonance.

ACCREDITATION
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PE!CFC..acE
ODJECTIVF, I:O. 7.0

:-17rmcdinte

Pcrfon

The learner will draw a block diagram
of a typical superheterodyne AM receiver
containing the following:

'.2

r.4

1.

RF amp.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Local Oscillator
Mixer
Two IF stages
Detector
AF amp.
Power supply

Criterion Ia5urc .9

-:ctivc1c.

Draw a block diagram of a
Superheterodyne AM Yeceiver..

7.1

k

The learner will identify each section
of a typical superheterodyne AM receiver
and state the purpose of that stage.

7.2

The learner will state the primary
difference between a TRF receiver
a superhet receiver.

7.3

The learner will define the te
"Amplitude Modulation".

7.4

19

Identify each stage of the
Superheterodyne AM receiver
and state the purpose of each
stage on the bloCk diagram.
State the primary difference
between a TRF receiver and a
superhet receiver.

Define the term "Amplitude
Modulation".

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

COURSE TITLE:

9785

0 TELEVISION SERVICE

TERMINAL PERRNWNCE
OBSECTIVE NO. 8.0

USE OF RADIO TEST E UIPMENT

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, identify in writing, the controls,
scales, and output and/or input jacks on the V.O.M., power supply,
V.T.V.M., sine and square wave generator, R.F. generator, and the
oscilloscope sheets, and the experiment handbook.

IVES

CRITERION MEASUTZES

The learner will demonstrate how to use the 8.1
volt-ohm milliampmeter by identifying the
functions of the control knobs, out-put
jacks and scales. The learner will also take
and note resistance, voltage and current
measurements.

Given a yam, you are to identify
the functions of the contr.l
knobs, out-put jacks and scales.
Given three carbon resistor
and VOM, measure the value
of each resistor and note results
in writing.

The learner
11 ident fy the controls,
output jacks and leads on the power supply.
3)

The learner will set up an experiment
using a direct current voltmeter to
correctly adjust voltages required of the
power supply for the experiment.
The learner will give a written
explanation concerning the advantages of
the-VTVM, identify the output jacks and
leads and set up and connect the VTVM to
measure voltages in a given circuit.
The learner will identify the controls and
jacks on the sine/square wave generator.
The learner will also set up the generator
to assigned frequencies, find an unknown
frequency, and with the aid of the
oscilloscope, set up a square wave to be
displayed on the scope.

Given the laboratory equipment,
experiment sheet, a VOM series
and circuit, measure voltage and
current in this circuit.

.2

On a power supply, identify the
functions of the controls, output
acks, leada and safety factors to
consider when in use.

8.3

Use the direct current voltmeter
to set power supply to correct
voltages as required in experiment
sheet.

8.4
2)
3)

20

Briefty write two advantages of
the VTVM over the VOM.
Given a VTVM, identify the control:
output jacks and scales.
Construct a series circuit
according to experiment sheet and
measure voltages with VTVM as
required.

CCREDITATION

ER

9785

IO/TELEVISION SERVICE II

C

MAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

8.0

USE OF RADIO TEST EQVIEKENT_

LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
The learner will give a written
description of the controls and output
jacks on the RE generator for an output
in each of its frequency bands and will
set up the generator for use as an audio
generator.

8.5

1)

Given a sine/square wave
generator, you are to identify
the various controls and jacks.
Set up the sine/square wave
generator to the assigned
frequencies according to
experiment sheet.

The learner will, given an oscilloscope,
locate and describe each of the
,-controls, set up and operate each of
these controls, display a 60 Hz sine
wave, and calibrate the scope and
measure unknown voltages.

Given an unknown frequency
source, you will use the sine/
square wave generator and an
O'scope to measure the unknown
frequency by the comparison
method.
4)

8.6

Set up the sine/square wave
generator to display a square
wave on the O'scope.
Given a diagram of the RE
generator, identify in writing
the various controls and out-put
jacks.

Given a frequency assigned in
eacb of the bands, set up for
output in each of these.

9785

£ccRITATIO N NUMB

RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE II

,O0U1SE TITLE:

TERmINAL

PMFORMNCE

OBJECTIVE NO .

8_00

(Cent d )

No.

Intermediate Performance Objectives

Criterio -Measures

8.7
Using the laboratory equipment
and an experiment sheet, perfor
the following operations on
the O'scope:
dieplsy spot on screen
a
center spot on screen
use intensity and focus
controls on spot.
display horizontal line on
screen
display 60 Hz ine wave on
)
screen and analyze it
according to experiment
sheet using all controls
on scope.
(2) Using the Olecope the test
equipment and an experiment

sheet, measure the TUAOUS
voltages as given on the
experiment sheet and measure
and compare these voltages wit/
the VTVM.

22

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

COURSE TITLE:

9785

; NB

TERMINAL PatFOR.MC
OBJECTIVE NO. 9.0_
proficiency, the learner will define the basic terms
With 8
connected with vacuum tube theory. He will explain the operation of,
and draw schematics for, diode, triode, and pentode tubes. He will
demonstrate the proper use of the tube manual and identify the three
classes of amplifiers. He will identify in writing, the elements of
a pentagrid converter tube.
No.

Intermediate Performance Objectives

9.1

The learner will identify in writing
the following tube terms:
1) Thermionic emission
Space charge
2
cathode
plate
4
control grid
5
6
bias
amplification
7
rectification
filament
9
AC component
10
DC component
11
input signal
12

9.1

Criterion:- Meaiure

Define:
Thermlonic em ssion
1)
2) Space charge
cathode
3)
plate
4)
control grid
5)
6)
bias
amplification
7
rectification
8
filament
9
AC component
10
DC component
11
input signal
12

9,2

Given gphematics of a diode, triode and
pentode tube, the learner will describe
in writing how each operate.

9.2

description of the o raWrite
tion of the three tubes from the
schematics given you.

9.3

The learner will identify in writing
the three classes of amplifiers.

9.3

Identify in writing a class A
and C amplifier.

9.4

The learner will demonstrate the ability
to use &tube manual to locate type, use,
and base diagram of tubes.

9.4

Using the tube manual, locate and
o7ally identify the five tube

.

n7...abers given as to type, use, and

ba'e description.
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OCEEDITATIO- NUMB

9785

COURSE TITLE:

ION SEtVICE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
kf_

OBJECTII/E NO. -10.0

give wrdtteA explanations
The learner will, with 80% proficienc
concerning the fundamentals of semiconductor thc3ry including terms, P &N
type materials, potential barrier, forward and reverse bias, electron and
hole flow, conduct electronic experiments to prove the theory and operation
of PN junction diodes, list 5 reasons for using transistors, identify
yen transistor symbols and terms, draw symbols and circuits showing
basic transistor amplifier configurations and describe the operation of each.
.

-

e Performance Objectives

Given a list of semiconductor terms, the
learner will give a written description
of each.

10.2

The learner will give a written definition
and description of P and N type crystals.
The learner will, by drawing and writing
explain the formation of a potential
barrier at the junction of the P & N cry-

No.

Criterion7 Measures

10.1

10.2

Define and describe the
following:
P type crystal
1
2) N type.crystal-

10.3

Draw and write an explanation
of the formation of a potential
barrier'at the junction of the
P and N crystal.

stale.

10.4

The learner will give a written explanation
of forward and reverse bias.

10..5

The learner will write a description of
the terms "Electron flowm and "hole flow".
Tile learnr will define the following
accuracy*
terms with 8
1
Diode
2
Heat sinkinterelement capacitance
rectifier
4
Zener diode
5
silicon controlled rect.
6
avalanche voltage
7

10.7

Given an experiment.sheet and equipment
the learner will conduct resistance
measurements and observe waveform
variations with a PN junction diode.

(Attached next page)

10.4

Define, in writing, the following
_terms:
1
2

5

06
10.7

Forward bias
Reverse bias

Define, in writing, the follnwing
semiconductor terms:
electron flow
1
2
hole flow

Define a given ist of semiconductor diode terms in one
or more sentences.
Given an experiment sheet and the
necessary equipment, conduct the
experiments, make measurements
and observe waveforms demonstrating the characteristics of
the semiconductor diode.

CRITERION MF
1

B.

D.

E.

Select the proper symbol for a Zener Diode and describe its opera ion.
b.

Select the proper symbol for a "Silicon
describe its operation.

25

Controlled

Rec ifier" and

=RED TATION hPIO TEaEVISI0N SEBVICE 11

camsE TITLpv

TERMINAL PERFOMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO

TRANSIS_ P T

1001

Criterinir MeaSui4s

ce Objectives

(cont,d)

The learner will define the follo

10.8

1*

terms:

LO. 9

Define:

1
2
3

half wave rectifier
full wave rectifier
bridge rectifier

2,
3.
4.

4

voltage doubler.

5.

5

filter

The learner will identify a Zener diode
and a silicon controlled rectifier from
schematic symbols and describe the operation of each.

0.9

half wave rectifier
full wave rectifier
bridge rectifier
voltage doubler
filter

(Attached nect pag&

)1.10

The learner will construct each of the
follaing circuits and perform the necessary experiments to analyze the operation
of each.
half-wave filtered Power supply.
1
full-wave filtered power supply.
2
full-wave bridge filtered power supply
3
voltage doubler power supply
4

10.1C

Given an experiment sheet and
the necessary equipment you are
to construct four types of power
supply and perform the desired
measurements and observe the
waveforms in Order to analyze
the characteristics of each type
of power supply.

D. 11

The learner will define each of the follow
ing terms:
PNP transistor
1.
2. NPN transistor

10.11

Define the following t
PNP transistor
1.
2. NPN transistor

The learnerWill list 5 advantages that
the transisfOr has over vacuum tubes.

26

0 12

List 5 advantages of the transistor over the vacuum tube.

9785

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

TITLE:

RADIO TELP

TERMINAL PERFORMANCh
OBJECTIVE NO. 10.0

r-T/ICE

ANSISTOR THEORY

(eont'd)

LNTE P

OBJECT WES

cont.d

10.11,

Given 10 letter symbols of solid stats
devices, the learner will define at least
,9 of them.

Given Lhe following term the learner
vall draw the symbol that is used to rppresent each.
FNP Lransistor
NPN traneistor
Semiconductor
diode
3)
4) alpha
5)

ION

NO.

10.14

the following sr.lbols:

Defin ,.

(9) hfc
(5) Vc
1) IC
(10) IE
(6) 8 1c
(2) TB
(7) lice
(3) ic
(8) Ai
(4) rb
Draw the symbol that is used
to represent each of the following:
PNP transistor
1.
NPN transistor
2.
semiconductor diode
3.
alpha
4.
beta
5.

beta

10.15
Given a block diagram of a PNP transistor,
the learner will draw in srlols representinF the charges present in each
section and will shade the areas representin
the deletion areas.

Label the charges present in
each area and shade in the areas
representing the depletion regions
in this block dia ram of a PNP
transistor
_

PNF
draw schematic diagre::Is
The learnfr
showing an NPN and a PNP transistor
connected to batteries for correct base-

10.16

Drav snematic diagrams showing
NPN and PNP transistors properly
bie

.72d for operation.

-061ittex, bias and base/ collector bias.

The learner 1-1.11 define the follcrAnp
terms at 80% accuracy.
Power transistor
1)
efficjency
)
sin!Tle ended power al.plifier
punh, pull power amplifier
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

10.17

Definr the following terms:
r transistor
I)
iciency
2)
t
3)
4)
5)

distortion
complimentary symmetry
phase splitter
phaseinilerter

6)
7)
8)

27

1-1J.ng1e ended power amplifier

push, pull power amplifier
distortion
complimentary symmet y
phase splitter
phase inverter

9785

ACCREDITATION h

RADI0flEL1TISlO N SERVICE II

COURSE TITLE:

T7REINAL PERFORY.ANCE

OBJECTIVE NO 1000

.IDs

=It'd)

:easui"es

ermediate Perfo mance Objectives
(cont d)

L0.1

Using experiment sheets andnecessary equipment, construct
a common base, common emitter,
common collector circuits and
perform the desired measurements
and observations, recording dataas requested.

The learner will conduct electronic
experiments to prove, observe and record
data of the theory of operation of common
base, common emitter, common collector
amplifiers, bias stabilization, and RC
network biasing of amplifier circuits at
80% accuracy.
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ACCREDITATION NUMBER_

9785

TITLE: RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE 11

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.11.0

PRINTED_CIRCUITS

The learner will define a printed circuit w 11 find the open in a
defective printed circuit and will correctly repair a given open
circuit board.

Dul PERFORgANCE OBJECTIVES
1.1

The learner will define a printed
circuit.

1.2

Given.a printed circuit board with an
open (crack) circuit path, the learner
will find the open using a VOM.

L.3

Given a printed circuit board with a
cracked conductor, the learner will
correctly solder a small wire bridge
nver the open (crack); circuit.

Define in
circuit.

iting a printed

Trace all circuit paths on the
printed circuit board given you
with the V.O.M. When you find an
open, draw a circle around it.
Find and repair the open circuit
on the printed circuit board given
you, using a fine wire bridge
and solder.

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

9785

HADIO/TELEVIS ON SIVCE II
COURSL TIT y*

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE V.0._

AUTIO AMPLIFIERS

12.0,

Audio
Given schematic diagrams of Audio voltage amplifiers and
learner
will,
power amplifiers (transistor and Vacuum tube), the
and
state.the
pupose
for
each
with 80% proficiency, identify
component, trace the path for DC current, trace the signal path
and ide:.:tify probable causes of specific malfunctions.

Criterion Measures

diate Performance Objectives

On a given schematic diagram of
triode vacuum tube AF voltage
amplifier, you will use one
color pencil to trace the DC
current oath, showing the direct
ion of current flow and the
polarity of voltage drops Ulm
the circuit, then use another
color to trace the signal path
through the circuit showing
phase relationships and ampli
tude changes.
You will then 'list each component
in the circuit by name ( coupling
capacitor, plate resistor, ect.)
and state its purpose.

Given a schematic diagram of a LIode
vacuum tube aud io frequency voltage
amplifier, the learner will at 80% accuracy
for
10 Identify and state the purpose
each component.
2. Trace the DC current path through
the circuit.
Trace the signal path through the

12.2

Given a schematic diagram of a transistor
audio frequency voltage amplifier, the
accuracy:
learner will at 8
1.

epeat above)

2.
3.

12.3

Given a schematic diagram of an RC coupled,
single ended power amplifier, using a
pentode tube and speaker, the learner will
at 8C accuracy:

12.2

Given a schematic diagram of a
transistorized AF voltage
amplifier, you will repeat the
procedure given above.

_

1.

2.

Given a schematic diagram of an
RC coupled, single ended power
amplifier using a pentode tube
and speaker, you will repeat the
procedure given above.

( repeat above)

3.
L2.4

Given a schematic diagram of a transformer
coupled push, pull audio power amplifier
using a driter stage and fed to a speaker,
the learner will at 80% accuracy:

12.4

1.

2.

( repeat above )

30

Given a schematic diagram of a
transformer coupled push/pull AF
power amplifier using a driver
stage and fed to a speaker, you
will repeat procedure given above.

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

LtriasipN

WURSE TITLE:
TERMINAL PERFOMAN
OBJECIIVE NO.

9785

12.0

con

AUDIO &MPLIFIEI S

d)

No

ntermediate Performance Objectives
12.5

SERVICE

Given a schematic diagra:1 of a typical
audio frequency amplifier, the learner
will construct, analyze and perform
trouble shooting procedures.

31

12,5

Crite-

nrMeasures

Construct audio frequency amplifier
according to experiment. 3-eet and
perform the ana -sisas indicated.

9785

ACCREDITATION

COURSE TITLE:

DIO

VISION _EMNICE II

TERMINAL PERFOR!-!ANCE

AM RADIO RECEIVERS

OBJECTIVE NO. -13,0

The learner will, with 80% accuracy, construct and analyze a
typical five tube superheterodyne receiver, and a typical
transistorized AM receiver.

Criterion-Measures

e Performance Objectives

Given a schematic diagram of a
typical 5 tube AC/DC AM receiver,
Fabri-tek SP 201A or comparable

Given a schematic diagram of a typical 5
tube AM superheterodyne receiver the learner will at 80% accuracy:
identify each stage and state the pur1)
pose of that stage.
2) Trace the DC current path from the .
power supply through each of the stages.
Trace the signal path through each
stage from antenna to speaker.
Construct the receiver.
Analyze the operation of each stage
of the receiver, including DC voltage
measurements and peak-to-peak measurements.

unit)

Do the following:
Identify in writing each stage
and state the purpose of that
stage.

Use one color pencil to trace
the DC current from the power
supply through each of the stages
Use another color pencil and
trace the signal path from the
antenna through to the speaker.
Construct the receiver.
Analyze the operation of each
stage of the receiver acco
to the experiment sheets recordall required data.
i

Given a schematic diagram of typical
traiisistorized AM superheterodyne
receiver, the student will at 8
accuracy:

1.
1 .2

2.

3.
4.
5.

(repeat.a: ve

Given a schematic diagram of a
typical transistorized AM receiver
(Philco trainer or comparable unit
Do the following:
1.

2. repeat each step as
3, required above
4.
50

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

GOURSE TITLE:

9785

13,010."

SERVICE

TERMINAL PERFOT-UNCE
013aCTIVE

SERVICING FCU

ON AN RADIOS

The learner will demonstrate the ability to use the
signal generator, O'scope, VTVM, hand tools, and correct
servicng techniques to service AM radios.

ermediate Performance Objectives
14.1

constructed radio with
Given a previous
an instructor injected trouble, the learner
will select Correctly the proper test
equipment to efficiently locate the troubl
and will use the correct hand totas and
soldering equipment to correct the trouble.

Criterion- MeaSui:e s

Your instructor will put a trouble
in your receiver, you will proceed
in logical sequence through the
following steps to locate andepair the trouble:
1. Determine the trouble
2. Confirm the trouble
3. List the possible causes of the
trouble.
4. Inspect for surface defects
5. Isolate the defective section.
6. Isolate the defective stage.
7. Isolate the defective circuit.
8. Isolate the defective
9. Repair or replace the defective
part.
O. Check performance

You will be evalualated at all times
on your ability to proceed efficient
ly, your selection of the proper test
equipment, use of hand tools, neat
and correct soldering, general
overall performance and safety,

ACCREDITATION I-. JHB

9785'
RADIO TELE

CE

ION

II

COURSE TIT-

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 15.0

ALIMENT P

The learner will describe in writing the symptom of misalignment,
list the equipment required for alignment, describe the procedure
for aligning an AM receiver and perform a complete alignment of an
AM receiver.

Criterion Measures

romance Objectives

15.1

The learner will describe in writing
symptoms that indicate misalignment o
following sections.
The I. F. amplifiers
The local oscillator
3

15.1
the

The preselector.

15.

The learner will list the tools and
equipment needed for alignment of an AM
receiver and describe the function of each.
1 Alignment tools
2 Signal generator
Output meter

15.

The learner will describe the procedures
for alignment of an AM Receiver b7 correct
answering 6 of 7 given questions.

Describe in wri ing, the symptoms
that would be noted in a receiver
that would indicate a misalignment
of each of the following sections:
IF amplifier
1
Local oscillator
2
3

15.2

Preselector

List the tools and test equipment
that you would need to perform an
alignment and describe the function
of each one:
How is the signal generator
1)
connected to the set?
2) What type of meter should be
used and how should it be
connected to the set to obtain
a usable indication for a
How can you determine the corm
IF frequency of the receiver if
it is not given?
Where slibuld thereceiver
tuning and volume controls
be set?
In what order should the
alignment steps be carried
out?
What should be done if a
signal of the correct IF does
not result in an output?
Where should the signal gen.
7)
attenuator controls be set?
Is it necessary to adjust the
13)
rimmers in any particular
order?

ACCRITATION NUMBIt

9/85
RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE II

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PFO!MAE
1 .0
OBJECTIVE NO.

10.

5.4

ALIMENT PROC

ntermediste Performance Objectives
The learner will correctly perform a
complete alignment of a typical AM receiver.

15.4 Given a typical AM receiver you
are to select the proper equipment
and tools, connect the equipment
properW snd perform a complete
alignment of receiver.

a

9785

ACCRITATIO N

DIO TETEVISION SERVICE I

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE

OanCTIVE NO

TURNTABLES

-16. 0

accuracy, list the sequence of events that
The learner will, with
occur during one complete cycle of record changer operation,describe
the 3 most often used types of tripping.mechanisms, describe the best
method of adjusting the indexing systems, describe the 2 types of record
dropping mechanisms most often used,and correctly perform test, adjustment
and lubrication procedures on a typical turntable.

Criteri on- Measui:e s

Intermediate Performance Objectives

.6.1

The learner will list in sequence, the
events that normally occur during one
complete cycle of record changer operation
accuracy.
at 8-

16.1

List, in their order of occurance,
the events that normally occur
during one complete cycle of.reco
changer operations.

.6.2

The learner will describe the operation
of the 3 most often used types of tripping

16.2

Name the 3 most common types of
tripping mechanisms and describe
their operation in writing.

mechrimisms.
1)

2)
3)

the position trip
the velocity trip
the eccentric trip

L6.3

The learner will describe the best method
for adjusting the indexing system.

16.3

Describe the best method for adju t
ing the indexing system.

L6'.4

The learner will describe the two most
popularrecord dropping mechanisms.
the spindle type
1
the pusher type
2

16.4

Name and describe the 2 most
popular record dropping mechanisms

L6.5

Given a turnable which has been previously
misadjusted by the instructor, the learner
will test, adjust and lubricate, using correc
procedure to put the turntable back in
operating condition.

16.5

The instructor will-give you a
typical turntable that is out of
adjustment. You are to test, ad
just and lubricate the turntable,
so that it operates normally.

ACCREDITATI6N NUMB

COURSE TITLE:

9785

RADIO T LEVISION _

7TENINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 17*(3

TAPE

section of a typical
The learner will describe the function of each
the
function
of
each
of the major mechanical
playback amplifier, decribe
and signal paths through
playback
mechanism,
trace
DC
parts of a record
playback amplifier, describe maintenence and adjustment
a ty-pical-reoerd//
pulleys, brakes, bias
prodedures as they apply to tape heads, wheels &
motor speed.
oscillators, level calibration, meter calibration and

oi
.7.1

1.

7.

Criterion-Measures

Intermediate Performance Objectives
Given a block diagram of a typical record
playback amplifier, the learner will describ
the function of:
Record/playback head
1
Erase head
2
Preamplifier
Record equalization
Playback equalization
5
Audio power amplifier
6
Bias oscillator
7

17.1

Given a simplified diagram of the mechanical
parts of a record/playback mechanism, the
learner will describe the function of:
Supply spindle
1

17.2

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

takeup spindle

Given a block diagram of a typical
record/playback amplifier, you are
to describe the function of each
section of the amplifier.

Given a simplified diagram of the
mechanical parts of a record/play
back mechanism, describe the func
tion of, and name each of the parts
in the diagram.

drive sheave
idler
idler drive
pinch roller
capstan
flywheel
pressure pads

10) brake
4.7.3

Given a schematic diagram of a typical
record/playback amplifier, the learner
will correctly trace the DC current paths
from the power supply through each stage
and signal paths from input or recordhead
through the amplifierto the speal-er.

17.3

Given a schematic diagram of a
typical record/playback amplifier,
correctly trace the DO current paths
from the power supply through each
stage and signal paths from output
or record head to the speaker.

ACCREDITATION NUMB

975
RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE Il

COURSE TIT

TERMINAL FLU=1,k=

TAPE RECORD

OBJECTIVE NO.A,"__

b.
L7. 4

CriterioMMeasures

Intermediate Perform nce Objectives
The learner will describe the maintenance
and adjustment procedures as they apply to
accuracy:
each of the following at 8
tape heads
1)
cleaning
a.
demagnetizing
b.
height and azimuth
c.
Wheels and pulleys'
cleaning
a.
tensioning
b.
replacoment
c.
Brakes
adjustm
a.
replacemsnt
b.

Bias oscill:7
a. ..amplitnde

5

6
7

b.,:check waveform
setting bias trap
c,
Level calibration
Meter calibration
Motor speed
checking
a.
setting
b.

_

17 4

Describe in writing the main
tenance and adjustment procedures
as they apply to the various
mechanical and electronical parts
of the tape player as requested.
tape heads
1)
cleaning
a.
demagnet zing
b.
height and azimuth
c.
Wheels and pulleys
cleaning
a.
tensioning
b,
replacement
c.
Brakes
adjustment
a.
replacement
b.
Bias oscillator
amplitude
a.
check waveform
b,
setting biaa trap
c.
Level calibration
Meter calibration
Motor speed
checking
a.
b.

setting

ACCREDITATION

4BER
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COURSE TITLE:

M

TERMINAL FF0XrCE
OBJECTIVE NO

18. 0

The learner will, with 80% accuracy, describe the advantages and
disadvantages of Frequency Modulation, state the method used to
modulate the frequency of a carrier, describe the difference
between and FM IF amplifier and an AM IF amplifier (bandwidth),
rtate the IF frequency most commonly used for FM receivers, describe
the Qperation of a limiter stage and its purpose, describe the operation of a Slope Detector -Foster-Seeley discriminator Hatio
Criterion: Measure 5

NO .

o.

Intermediate Performance Objectives

8.1

The learner will describe the advantages
and disadvantages of Frequency Modulation
at 8
accuracy.

8.2

The learner will describe the method used
to modulate the frequency of a carrier
accuracy.
wave at 8

18.2

Describe, in writing, the method
used to modulate the frequency
of a carrier wave.

The learner will describe the differences
between the FM IF amplifier stages and the
AM IF amplifier stages with particular
emphasis on the bandwidth at 80% accuracy.

18

Describe, inriting, the diffe-

11.4

8.5

8.6

The learner will state the IF most commonly .
used in FM receivers.
(10.7 MHz)
The learner will describe the operation
of a limiter stage and its purpose with
80% accuracy.

Describe in writing, the advantages and disadvantages of FM.

rences in bandwidth consideration
between FM and AM.'

State the Intermediate frequency
most commonly used in FM.
18.5

Describe the operation and state
the purpose of a limiter stage.

Identify each of the following
circuits and describe the operation of each
Slope Detector
Foster-seeley discriminator
Ratio detector
Gated beaM demodulator.
4

Given a schematic diagram of each of the
following, the learner will correctly name
the circuit and describe its operation,
stating also whether that circuit must be
preceded by a limiter or not at 8accuracy.
Slope Detector
1
2
Foster- eeley discriminator
Ratio detector
)
Gated beam demodulator
4)

39
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COURSE TITLE:

I=EF

RADIO TZLEVISI

..FRFORY.ANCE

CTIVE NO. DLO
contod)

wilirequire a
detector and a Gated beam demodulator,stating which
paths
limiter stage and which will not Trace DC current and signal
through a typical FM receiver.

0.

L8.7

Criterion Measures

ermediate Performance ObjeCtives
Given a schematic diagram of a typical
FM receiver, the learner will trace-the
DC current paths from the power supply
throug4'each stage and the signal path
accuracy.from antenna to speaker at 8

18.7

Given a schematic diagram of
an FM receiver, correctly trace
the DC current paths-and signal
paths as directed,

Given a schematic diagram of a typical
.AMAM combination receiver, the learner
will trace DC current paths and signal
paths with switch in AM position and with
accuracy.
switch in FM position at 8

18.8

of an
Given a schematic
trace
AM/FM receiver, c,
the DC current patns 2na signal
paths with the switch in each
position.

_

L8.8

.

40

ACC1ITATION

_

COURSE TITTS

9;78

_

RADIO TEIEVISION

TIWINAL PaRFORVANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

19.0

STEREO SETS

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, describe the FM multiplex
signal showing the distribution of the multiplex stereo transmission.
Identify and describe the stages of a.matrixing-type Multiple unit,
Describe the operation of a multiplex
matrixing-switching type multiplex on
a typical FM stereo schematic diagram. Describe the equip.
ment used and steps necessary to perform an alignment of a typical
stereo set.
.-

Intermediate Performance Objectives

9

1

OriterioniMeaSures

The learner will draw a blockdiagram
19
showing the frequency distribution of a
miiitiplex stereo transmission at 8
accuracir.

Draw a diagram illustrating the
frequency distribution of a multip
stereo transmission..

R
L-R

19

-SchI

50HZ
th
15

KHZ

SIDE BANDS

,1,-

23 K

38.05

to

37.95 KHZ
19.2

I

to

-

7K1

53 KHZ

Given a block diagram of a matrixing type
multiplex circuit, the learner will identify
and state the purpose for each of the
following at 80% accuracy:
.

..1)

2

4
5
6
7
8

19.

ill R L60 Pass filter

Given a block diagram of a
matrixing type multiplex circuit,
identify, in writing, and state
the purpose for each of the follow.
i

Time delay circuit
L - R Bandpass filter
L - R Detector
19 KHz filter
Frequency doubler
Matrix
L and R de-emphasis circuit

-

2
3

LL R Low Pass filter
Time dealy circuit
L-R Detector

4

Id-R Bandpass filter

5
6
7

19 KHz filter
Frequency doubler
Matrix
L and R de-emphasis cir.

1

8
19.3

Given a schematic diagram of each of the
following circuits, the learner will
identify the type of circuit and describe
its operation at 80% accuracy:
a multiple matrixing detector
2
switching type multiple detector
the biplex detector

19.3

Given schematic diagrams of 3
types of stereo detectors,, identii
the circuit in writing and describe
the operation of the circuit.

.

4:1

SZ,C.
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COURSE TITLE:

DIO TELEVISION SERVICE II

TEMINAL PERFORMANCE

STE

OBXECTIVE NO.19.0

Intermediate Performance Objecti
[19.4

Given a schematic diagram of a typical PM
stereo multiplex receiver, the learner
will trace the signal from antenna to
speakers, describing the complete pro
accuracy.
cessing of the signal at 8

19.4

Given a schematic diagram of a
typical FM stereo multiplex receiver
trace the signal from antenna to
speaker, describing the complete
processing of the signal.

The,learner will describe the equipment
used and the steps neeessary to perform
an alignment of a typical stereo set at
accuracy.
8

19.5

List the'equipment necessary and
the steps to be followed to perform
an alignment of a typical stereo
multiplex set.

9785

ACCREDITATION h

COURSE TITLE:

RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE II

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVE NO.

200_

BLACK

WHITE TELEVISION HISTORY

The learner will, with 8O proficiency, state and describe those
events and developments which led to the development of the television industry, describe the construction and operation of the
cathode ray tube (with both electrostatic and electromagnetic
deflection), illustrate and describe the frequency distribution
of the television signal, illustrate and identify the components
in a composite televition signal draw a block diagram of he m9nolo
chrome television receiver identifying and describing th
IIMT

Intermediate Performance Objectives

No.

Criterion- flea-sures

20.1

List, in writing, chronologically,
those developments and events
which led to the present development of the television industTy.

20.2

Given a diagram of a cathode ray
tube, identify, in writing, all of
the components and describe the
function of each. Also describe
the operation of the CRT with
electromagnetic deflection

Given the frequency range of a particular
channel, the learner will draw a frequency
distribution diagram showing the location
accuracy.
of each of the following at 8
Picture carrier
1
Picture aide-band
2
Sound carrier
3
Adjacent channel video carrier
4
Adjacent channel sound carrier
5)

20.3

Draw a frequency distribution
diagram of a given television
channel showing the location of
the following:
Picture carrier
2
2
Picture side-bands
Sound carrier
3
Adjacent channel video carrier.
4
Adjacent channel sound carrier.
5)

The learner will draw a frequency distribution diagram for the television
accuracy.
video IF at 8

20.4

Draw a frequency distribution
diagram for the television video IF.

20.1

The learner will list chronologically those
developments and events which led to the
present development of the television
accuracy.
industry at 8

20.2

Given a diagram of a cathode ray tube the
learner will identify all coMponents and
describe the function of each. The learner
will describe the operation ofthe,GRT-with
electrostatic and electromagnetic deflection
accuracy.
at 8

2043
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ACCRITATIO N NUMB

?785

RADIO/TELEVISION SERVIO5

COURSE TIT

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. '20.0

BLACK & WHITE TELEVISION

Contfd)
each stap,e,

ermediate Performance Objectives

No.

Criterion-Measui=es

20; 5

Given a diagram of a modulated-video signal
(as it would-appear on Otscope) the learner
will identify the following at 8
accuracy.
1
Sync:pulses
2
Blanking level
3
video
front and back porch
4

20.5

Given a diagram or Inc ure of a
modulated video signal, identify
the folio
1
Sync Pulses
2
Blanking level
3
video
front and back porch
4

20.t

The learner will draw a
of a typical monochrome
ceiver, iden,ifying and
foreach section at 8

20;6

Draw a block diagram of a typical
monochrome television receiver,
identify each section and state
its purpose.

block diagram
television restating the purpose
accuracy.
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COURSE TITLE:

MUM/M1l/1 1

L;I:R

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 21.0

Television Math Application

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, review electrical and electronic
mathematics:demonstrate his ability to solve related mathematical problems
with special emphasis on inductance and capacitance action at television
frequencies.

TE PERFORMANCE 0-

cTrvEs

The learner will solve RC and RL tim
constant problems with special emphasis
on circudts in the horizontal and
vertical frequency range at 80% accuracy.

_S

ITERION

71.1

a.

sec.

RC Time =
b.

.3b

4.7 K

ec.

RL Time =

The learner will solve problems involving
inductive reactance, capacitive reactance
and resonance with special emphasis on
circuits in the horizontal, vertical and
IF frequency ranges at ,M; accuracy.

21.2

a.

Calculate,the inductive reactance
of a 2 milli henry coil at:
6011

-

OHMS
OHMS
OHMS

15 750H
40111
h.

Calculate the capactive reactance
of a .01 ufd capacitor at:
OHMS
OHMS
OHMS

601
15 750H
4021

(1) What is the resonant frequency
of the circuit shown below
L= 200 millihenrys

C= 500 pfd.

Res. Freq.=
(2)

112

Which circuit would this tank
circuit be fonned in?
1. IF

2. VERT
3. HORIZONTAL

ACCREDITATION

COURSE TITIM

RAD

T

TaZMINAL PEaFOrL!'_',NCE

OBJECTIVE NO. 22 0
The learner will, with 80% proficiency, identify all controls on
a typical monochrome receiver, describe the effect that each control
has upon receiver operation, perform a typical television installation,
perform a typical television service call, associate probable cause
with a variety of typical receiver trouble symptons.

Intermcdite Performance Objectives
22.1

No.

Given a typical monochrome television
receiver, the learner will identify in
writing each of the controls and state
the effect that each will have upon receiver

Criterion Measures

22.1

Iden'ify all of the controls
on a typical momchrome receiver
and describe in writing the functi
of each.

22.2

Perform a typical television
installation, making all connecti
and adjustirg controls for best
performance,

22.3

Perform a typical service call
as directed.

operation with 80°4 accuracy.

22.2

22.3

The learner will perform a typical television installation assuring that antenna
and power are correctly connected and all
controls are adjusted for best performance
At 80% accuracy.
The learner will perform a typical service
call which will include the following at
80% accuracy:
fill out service ticket
1
identify customer complaint
2
operate receiver to confirm complaint
3)
determine most likely cause of complaint
4)
correct trouble if possible through
5)
adjustment, repair or replacement
of easily replaced components.
bill customer for service call and part
)
used or private customer with estimate
if set is to be removed.

22

22.ij Given pictures of television picture tube

indications and descriptions of receiver
symptom, the learner will correctly associa
accuracy
sym on'to defective section at 8

e

Given 20 descriptionsof television
symptons along with their picture
tube indications, correctly associate at least 16 to the defective
section.
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ACCMITATION NUMBER

.9785

CDURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PFOtACE
ORTECTIVE

O. 23.0

The learner-will,.with not less than 80% proficiency, be able todisassemble and reassemble a television set, remove an&reinstall
a television picture tube, test vacuum tubes.by tester and substitution, remove, clean and reinstall a television tuner, perform
high voltage tests and use the CRT tester to test picture tube.

-

Criterion- Mea-sures

ntermediate Performance Objectives

Disassemble a television receiver
and prepare it for bench operation
and maintenance.

The learner will disassemble a television
receiver, removing chassis yoke tuner and
speaker, placing all components on the work
bench properly connected for safe and
efficient bench maintenance with all loose
parts properly bagged and tagged and secured
to prevent loss.
The learner will reinstall chassis, yeke,
tuner an,' speaker in television cabinet
properly securing all components, replacing
all knobs, and cOrrectly connecting all
components, put power on the test and adjust
for power operation.

23.2

Install all components of a receiver
in the TV cabinet, adjust and
check for proper operation.

The learner will remove and reinstall a
picture tube using correct procedures to
prevent damage to' tube or set, using correct
apparel to prevent injuryin the event of
an implosion.

23.

Perform a picture tube replacementt

The learner will test television tubes by
substitution and by using a tube tester.

23.4

observing all personal and equip
ment safety procedUreS.

Test vacuum tubes by both the sub
stitution and tester method.

The learner will remove and clean a televisio-1 23.5
vision tuner using correct procedures and
materials to prevent damage and insure
proper operation, reinstall and test opera
tion.

Properly clean a television tuber
and check for proper operation.

The learner will' use a high voltage tester
to test 2nd anode voltage.

Use the high voltage tester to test
2nd. anode voltage. Use the CRT
tester to test the operation of a
picture tube, using rejuvenatiOn
and short removal as required.

The learner will use a CRT tester to te_
picture tube, describe operation Of
eJuvenation controls and short removal
controls.

ACCREDITATION NUMB

9785

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL FSOfANCE
BJECTIVE IZO,
proficiency, describe the intercarrier
The learner will, with 8
sound system used in television, state the audio IF frequency, describe
the method of obtaining the audio IFvidentify the location of sound
take- - off in a monochrome receiver, name 3 types of sound detectors
used in television receivers, identify troubles associated with televisionreceivers, identify troubles associated with television sound
circuits, locate and adjust quadrature coil.

lo.
24.1

The learner will draw a fr q ency response
diagram of a television tuner to a given
channel showing location of picture signal
accuracy.
and sound signal at 8

24.2

The learner will draw a fr quency response
diagram for the television IF stages showing location of picture signal and sound
signal with 80% accuracy.

a4.3

24.4

24.5

eriorr MeaSures

Intermedia e Performance Objectives
24.1

Draw a frequency response diagram
for the-television IF, showing
location of sound and picture
carriers.

.

-

24.3
The learner will state the audio IF freqof
obtaining
uency and describe the method
the audio IF frequency-in a television rece_ er.

The learner will describe the location of th
sound take-off Point in monochrome receiver
-4.4
and gilibn a schematic diagram of a typical
monochrome receiver the learner will trace
audio signal from tuner to speaker, describing the action of each stage of the receiver
as he proceeds.
The learner will identify and describe
the operation of the 3 types of audio
detectors with 80% accuracy:
limiter detector
1
ratio detector
2
quadrature grid detector
3

Draw a frequency response diagram
of a television tuner showing
location of sound and picture
carriers.

24.5

The television sound IF frequency
hertz and it is
-_
is obtained by beating the sound
carrier against the
carrier.
The sound is normally taken off
stage in
from the
a monochrome TV.
You will be given a schematic diagram of a typical monochrome TV
circuit. Trace the sound signal
from tuner to sound,detector
through Audio IF and audio amp
to speaker.
Identify and describe the opera ion
of 3 types of audio detectors.

GREOITATION NUMB

COURSE TITU:

9785
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Da if

TERMINAL PERFORVANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.: 24.0_

Criteri on- Me a sai4s

ermediate Performance Objectives

24.6

Given several examples of typical television
receiver troubles, the learner will be able
to select those which are associated with
sound circuits and explain why the others
could not be in the sound circuits at 8
accuracy.

24.7

Given a television receiver With the sound'
circuits deliberatly misadjusted, the learn
er will perform the correct steps im'the
proper sequence to adjust the quadrature
coil, sound take.L-off transformer and buzz
accuracy.
control at 8

24.6

You will be given examples of
several television troubles, some
in the sound circuite and some not.
Determine from the overall symptons
which troubles originate in the
sound circuit and which do not and
why not.

24.7

Perform quadrature coil, sound
takeoff transformer and buzz
control adjustments to restore a
television bound circuit to proper
operation.

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

9785

DIO TE1EVISION SERVICE II

COURSE TIT

TIRMINAL PERFORANCE

OBJECTIn

O.

VIDEO C

25. 0

The learner, will, with 80% proficiency, describe methods used to
extend the frequency response of an amplifier, state the reason that
the video amplifier must have a wide frequency response, identify
those components. (peaking coils, capacitors and resonant loading
resistors) in a video circuit which are used to extend the frequency
and high
response, identify picture symptons associated with poor low
the
picture
signal
when
frequency response, state the polarity of

Inter= 'ate Performance Objectives

5.1

25.3'

No.

Criteri °lir Measure s

25.1

Describe the reasons why the re
sponse of an amplifier tends to
drop as the frequency of the signal
increases, and describe the methods
that may be used to prevent the re
sponse from dropping.

The learner will state'the reason why the
response of an amplifier will drop as the
frequency of the signal decreases and des
cribe the methods used to increase the low
frequency response of a video amplifier
accuracy.
.at 8

.25.2

State thereason that the response
of an amplifier tends to drop as
the frequency of the signal decreas
and describe the methods that may
be used to extend the lowfrequenc

The learner'will state the reason why a
video amplifier must have a wide frequency

25.3

The video signal contains frequenci
to
that range from

25.4

Given a diagram of a typicalflvideo
amplifier, identify the components
which are intended to extend the
high frequency response and the
components intended to extend the
low frequency response.

The learner will state the reason why the
response of an amplifier will drop as the
frequency of the signal increases and des
cribe the methods used to increase the
high frequency response of a video amplifier
accuracy.
at 8

response.

.ras-ponse.
25.4.

Given a diagram of a typical video amplifier
the learner will identify those components
in the circuit which are intended to extend
the frequency range of the amplifier, statin
which will -effect low frequency response and
which will effect high frequency response at
8
accuracy.

50
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VIDEO CIRCUITS
NO. 25.0
ontld
applied to the cathode of a picture tube and when applied to the
grid, use Ofscope to measuring peak-to-peak voltages and identifying
improper response of stage, describe the effect of losing DC component
of picture signal and identify those components which can cause such
loss, use square wave generator and Otscope to test operation and
frequency response of video circuits.
-

No.

25

25.7

-25,8

e mediate Performance Objectives

No.

25.
Given a number of pictures showing typical
symptons of trouble on the picture tube
the learner will select those which are
asseciated with video circuit trouble and
identify those that are associated with poor
high 4 low frequency response at 80%
accuracy.

Given a number of typical television troubles,select those
which probably originate in the
video circuits and identify those
that are an indication of poor
high frequency response and those
that indicate poor low frequency
kesponse.

The learner will state the polarity of the
when applied'to the
picture signal
cathode of the picture tube.

When-the picture signal is applied
to the cathode of the picture tube,

The learner will state-the polarity of the
picture.signal when applied to the grid
of the picture tube.

Given Wtypical monochrome television
receiver the learner will use an O'scope
to trace the video signal from video
detector to pict-re tube, measuring peakto-peak voltages 'nd identifying proper

.25,6

itpolaritymuste
25.7

When the picture signal is applied
to,the gridof the picture tube,
its polarity must be

25,

Trace a video signal through a
typical video amplifier with an
O'scope, measuring the peak-tovoltages and checking for proper
response of each stage.

and-improper respo nsr.of stage at 8
accuracy.

25.9

25 10

5011

Criterion-Measures

The learner will describe what is meant
by the DC component of the picture signal
and describe the effect of losing the DC
accuracy*
component at 8
Given a diagram of a typical monochrome
receiver, the learner will identify the
circuits and components which provide the
accuracy.
DC component at 8
Given a typical monochrome receiver the
learner will use a square wave generator
to test the video circuits for high & low
accuracy.
frequency response at 8

25.9

25.10

25.11

51

Describe what is meant by the DC
component of the video signal
and illustrate what happens to the
video signal when the DC component
is lost.
On a schematic diagram of a typical
D & W receiver, identify the circuits and components which provide
the DC component.
Perform square wave testing of a
video amplifier to test high and
low frequency response.

IT
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RADIO/TELEVISION SERVICE II

TERMINAL PEIFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

CIRCUITS

cribe the
The learner will name the three stages in a vHF tuner, de
two functions that a tuner must perform,describe the function that
the VHF RF amplifier and Mixer perform when the receiver is tuned to
UHF, describe the function of a "Baluh". Describe the method used to
change the resonant frequency of the tuned circuits, describe the
difference between rotary switch and drum type tuners, identify tele
vision symptoms associated with tuner trouble, state the most common
Criteri on- Measure s

,Intormsciiat

Performance Objectives
Name the 3 stages of a VHF tuner
and describe the function of each

Tne learner will name the three stages in
a VHF tuner and describe the function of
each:
1)

RF amplifier

sciUator

mixer
!642.

26.3

The J_zarner will describe the two function's
that a tuner must perform:
select the disired channel
1)
produce the IF frequency
2)

Describe the two functions that
a tuner must perform.

The learner will describe the function of
the RF amp. and Mixer in the VHF tuner when
UHF is selectedv

What function does the

amplifier and Mixer in the 2
tuner perform when You select
UHF.

26.4

The learner will identify and describe the
function of a Balun".

.26'5

The learner will describe the method used
to change the resonant frequency of the
tuned circuits in the tuner.

6.6

The learner will describe the mechanical
and structural,differences between a rota
switch tuner and a drum type.

26.6

Describe the mechanical and
structural differences between
a rotary switch and drum type tune-s

26.7

Given a variety of trouble symptoms the
learner will identify-those which are most
likely to originate in a defective tuner.

26.7

Given a variety of trouble symptom
identify those which are most
likely to have orginated in the
tuner.

What is a Balun".
Hi:;w is the resonant frequency of

the tuned circuits in the tuner
changed when you go from one
channel to another.

26.8

52

What is the most common trouble
that occurs with tuners?

_ITATION

COME TIT

RADINTEIEVIS ON SERIaCE

TERMINAL PEIFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE O. -27,Q

SYNC CIRCUI

The.learner will identify those parts of the composite television
signal which are the sync signals and describe their purposet describe the differendes between the horizontal and vertical sync
signals, describe the purpose of the..equalizing pulmest state the
percentage of television signal amplitude which comprises the sync
signals, describe the function and operation of the sync separator
stage, identify the input and output wave forms of the sync separator
Cx-iterion-t!ea-sares

Intermediate Performance ObjeCtives

rf.,1

27.2

Given pictures Of actual O'scope presents- 27.1
tlons of composite-video signal the learner,
will identify those parts which make up
the sync signals.
-.The_learner will state the purpose of
. the sync signals.

Identify those parts of the composite
television signal which make up the
sync signals.

27 2

The purpose orthe sync signals'is

27.3

The learner will describe the horizontal,
vertical and equalizing pulses in terms
of their frequency and pulse width.

27.3

DeScribe the horizontal vertical and
equalizing pulses in terms of their
frequency and pulse width..

27.4-

The learner will state the percentage of
the televisien signal amplitude which
should comprise the sync signals.

27.4

27.5

The learner will describe the functions
and operation of a sync separator stage
and identify the correct input and output
signals at the sync separator stage.

If the,television tuner and IF stages
are operating normally the sync
percent
signals will be
of:the overall television signal
amplitude.

27.6.
.

27.5

The learner will identify and describe the
operation of the integrator and differentiator.circuits.

wer the following questions in
own words:
What is the purpose of the sync
separator stage.
How does it operate?
Draw a picture to represent the
input signal and the signal and
the signal as seen at the vertical
rate.

27.6

53

iven a schematiodiagram,identify and
escribe the operation of the integrabor and differentiator circuits.

ACCREDITATION
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SYNC CIRCUITS

cont'd)

(cont'd)
stage, identify and describe the function of the integrator and
differentiator circuits, describe the operation of a noise cancelling circuit, describe the operatioo of the Gated AGC circuit;
name the two signal inputs to thegated AGC stage and explain the
purpose of the output. Use O'scope to examine signals in sync
circuit from take-off point to input to sweep circuits.

Criterkon7Mea-idi-es

Intermediate Performance Objectives
27.7

The learner will describe the opera ion
of a noise cancelling circuit.

27.7

Describe, in writing, the operatio
of a noise cancelling circuit.

27.8

The learner will identify and describe
the operation of a gated AOC circuit, state
the source of its input signals and the
purpose of,its output.

27.8

1)

.27.

)

Given a typical monochrome television the
learner will use an Otscope to examine and
trace the synchronizing signals from the
take-off point through_the sync separator
to the input to the t-i-leep circuits, measurin

)

stages.

27.9

Use the Olscope to examinethe
waveforms in the sync circuits,
making measurements and observations as required on problem sheet'

27.1

Given a number of typical televisi
trouble symptons select those
which most likely originate in a
faulty sync circuit.

their peak-to-peak value and examining theiT
shape.

27.10

Given a"numher of illustrations and descriptions of typical television trouble
symptons, the learner will select those
Which are likely to be associated with sync
circuit Melfunctions.

Describe the operation of
the Gated AGC circuit.
What is the source of the
two input signals to the gated
AGC circuit.
The outPut of the gated AGC
circuit is fed to what two

_2785
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OBJECTIVE NO. za_n

SWMI) CI

The learner will, with 80% proficiency, describe the formation of a
the horizontainred
scaning raster by electromagnetic deflection..state
lines per iiela
vertical frequency, state the number of scanning
second,
the number of fields per frame and the number of frames per
shape
fields",
describe
the
type
of
wave
define the term "interlaced
describe the oper
of
the
electron
beam,
required to produce deflection
describe the protion of a blocking oscillator and a multivibrator,
ls to s chronize the swee oscillator
he S c s"
dure for
Criterion-Measures
No.
nce Objectives

No.

28.1

The learner will describethe formation of
a scanning raster using electromagnetic
accuracy.
deflection at 8

28.1

Illustrate and describe in writing
the formation of a scanning raster
using electromagnetic deflection,

28.2

The learner will state the horizontal and
rtical frequency
15,750 Hz
Hor.
60 Hz
Vert.

28.2

The horizontal deflection frequenc
is
ical is
the

28.3

The learner will State the nuMber of lines

a

28.3

perfield

The numberof horizontal lines per
field is

(?62.5

28.4

The learner will state the :iumber of fields.
per frame.

2 .4

The number of fields per frame is

28.5

The number of frames per second is

28.6

The time required for one horizont
sweep is

.

(2)

28.5

The learner will state the number of frames
per second.
(30)

28.6

The learner will state the length of time
it takes to.make one hor. sweep.
(64 micro seconds)

ACCREDITATION NUMBER
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TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. '28.0 (cont'd)
(cont'd)

describe the function and operation of the vertical hold, vertical
linearity, and height controls, describe the function of the
fly-back transformer and the formation of the horizontal sweep,
describe damper and the formation of the horizontal sweep,
high
describe the method used by the picture tube to store the
associated
with
vertical
and
voltage, identify trouble symptons
units
perform
ringing
tests
on
yoke
horizontal sweep malfunctions,

Criteri Urf Measures

Intermediate Performance Objectives
28.7

The learner will define the term "interlaced
field."

28.7

Illustrate and describe the Wave
shape needs to produce deflection.

The learner will describe the wave shape
needed to produce deflection.

2

Define the term "interlaced fields

28.9

Dencribe the operation of a blocking and identify the components
which control the frequency.

28.9

Given a schematic diagram of a blocking'
oscillator the learnenwill describe the
operation and identify those components
which primarily control the frequency of
the oscillator at 80% accuracy.

8.10

Given a schematie diagram of a multivibrator 28.10
circuit,-the learner will describe the
operation and identify the components which
primarily contrOl the frequency of the
accuracy.
oscillator at 8

28.1

The learner will describe the procedure for
using the vertical sync.signals to regulate
the speed of the vertical oscillator at 8
accuracy,

28.11

28.12

The learner will identify a comparator circuit and describe how it processes the
horizontal sync signal to provide a
controlling voltage for the horizontal osaccuracy.
cillator at 8

8.12

By illustration and. description,
tell in your own words how the
comparator operates to produce
a controlling voltage to regulate.

28.1

Given a schematic diagram of a typical
vertical sweep circuit, the learner will
identify and describe the operation of the
vertical hold, vertical linearity and
height controls at 80% accurqcy.

8.13

Identify and describe the operation
of the vertical hold, vertical
line, and height control.

28.

p8.14
The learner will deseribe the operation of
and
the
the horizontal fly-back transformer
accurac
formation of the high voltage at 8

5 (3

Describe the operation of a multivibrator and identify the componenA 3
Which control the frequency of the
oscillator.

Describe the method used for the
vertical sync signals to control
the speed of the vert. osc.

Describe the operation of the
horizontal output, fly-back and
theeformation of the high voltage.

ACCRIMITATI6N NUMBER
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TERIIINAL PMPORMANCE
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ORYBOTIVE NO. '28.0

(cont'd)

WEEP CI

identify and describe the operation Of the horizontal linearity, width
controls, perform horizontal efficiency adjustment and explain
the purpose of this adjustment.

Criterion- easuie s

ntermediate Performance Objectives

15

3

6

8.17

UIT

The learner will describe the
the high voltage rectifier at

-ction of
accuracy.

28.15

2 .16
of
The learner will describe the function
horizon
the damper and the formation of the
tal sweep at 80% accuracy.

The learner will describe the constructionact
of the picture tube which alloWs it to
voltage.
as a capacitor and store the high

28.17

Describe the operation of the high
voltage rectifier, and explain
ita purpose,
Describe the operation of the
damper circuit and thelormation
of thelhorizontal sweep,
illustration and by descriptioq
tell how the picture tube is con
structed to allow it to act as a
capacitor and store high voltage.

at 80% accuracy.
28,

8.19

28..2

Given a number of illustrations and descrp
tions of typical toievision trouble symp
that
tons the learner will select those
horizontal
are astociated with vertical and
sweep malfunctions at 80% accuracy.
Given typical television'receivers with
instructor injected vertical and horizon a
perform
sweep troubles, the learner will
resistance
tests
to
waveform voltage and
8
the
trouble
at
locate and torrect
accuracy.
ringing
The learner will perform Otscope
flyback
tests on horizontal output stages,
correctly
discriminati
and yoke circuits,
8
between faulty and good indications at

28.18

9

28,20

8.21

Locate and correct troubles in the
vertical and horizontal sweep
circuits of a typical monochro e
receiver.

Use the Otscope to perform ri
tests in the horizontal output
stage.

accuracy.

Given a schematic diagram of a typical
the learner will
horizontal 'sweep circuit,
the
operation
of the
identify and describe
horizontal hold, horizontal linearity, and
width controls at 80% accuracy.

Identify troubles that originate
in the vertical and horizontal
sweep circuits.

28.21

57

Identify and describe the operatio
of the horizontal hold, horizontal
linearity and width controls.

9785

ACcRITATION
CUJRSE TITLE:

RADIO TELEWSION SVICE

TERMINAL PMYORMANCE
OBJZCTIVE NO.?8.0_

q1476-13

(cont,d)

-

Intermediate Performance Objectives
Given a typical television receiver, the
learner will perform the horizontal
and explain the
efficiency adjustment
at 80% accuracy
reason for such adjustment

No.

28.22

Critemon-Measures
Pert oxin a horizontal effiency

adjustment and explain the
reason for the adjustment'

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

COURSE TITLE:

9785

RADIO TELIT1S ON SE1WICE 11

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 29.0

TV SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT

The learner will, with 8__ proficiency, identify trouble
symptons which are likely to be caused by receiver misalignment,
identify the frequency markers on a typical IF response curve,
perform complete allignment of videO IF and soand stages in a
typical television receiver.

los

Measure s

Intermedi a e Performance Objectives

29.1

Given a number of illustrations and
descriptions of typical receiver troubles,
the learner will select those that are
likely to be associated with receiver
misalignment at 8
accuracy.

29.1

Identify television trouble
symptons that are likely to
originate in receiver misalignment

29,2

29.2
The learner will draw a typical video
IF response curve, properly locating
all markers and identifying each by purpose
and reason for its specific location on
the response curve at 80% accuracy.

Draw a typical video IF response
turves state the purpose for each
marker and reason for its location.

29..3

Given a typical television receiver with
alignment instructions and a B&K Marker
generator, the learner will set up and
connect all necessary equipment of the
video IF and sound stages according to
the alignment instructions at 80%
accuracy.

Perform a complete video IF and
sound alignment of a typical
television receiver.

29.4

'The learner will state that the only time
that the tuned circuits in the video IF
are touched is during the actual alignment
when all neceSSary equipment is available.

29.4

When are you allowed to touch the
tuned circuits in the video IF
stages?

AC

_TATION

COURSE TITLE:

975
RADIOAELEVISION SERVICE II

TERMINAL PMFORi NCE
OBJECTIVE NO.
The learner will, with 805 proficiency, define "line-of-sight"
as it refers to the behavior of TV signals, describe reflections,
what causes them and how they effect the picture, describe the dipole and foldeddipole antenna, describe parasitic elements and
their purpose on the antenna, describe the log-periodic antenna
and its purpose and its advantages, define the meaning of primary/
secondary and fringe service areas and describe the

ty.

Criterion- Measi.lres

Intermediate Performance Objectives
30.1

The learner will state the meaning of lineof-sight, and describe its effect upon
transmission and reception of television
proficiency.
signals.with 8

What does: line-of-sight mean and

how does it effect television
transmission?
0.2

30.2

The learner will describe reflections and
state what causes them and how they effect
proficiency.the picture with 8

30.3

The learner will describe a dipole and
stating the impedance
a foldeddipole
accuracy.
of each with 8

30.4

The learner will describe the parasitic
eleMents, giving the relative size, location and purpose'of directors and
reflectors.

0 4

30;5

The learner will identify and describe
the advantages of a log-periodic antenna
accuracy.
At

30.5

30.6

0.6
The learner will define the meaning of each
of the following service areas and match
the service area to the type of antenna
accur cy.
installation most satisfactory.at 8
primary
1
2
secondary
fringe

What are reflections, what causes
them and how do they look?

Describe a dipole an-:. a folded

dipole and state the impedance
of each.

.

_

60

Given illustrations or examples
of television antenna identify
and state the purpose of the
directors and reflectors.
Identify and state the advantages
of a log-period antenna.
Describe the three types of service
areas And state the.type of antenna
that will be satisfactory in each.

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

COURSE TITTE:

9785

_

RADIVIELEVISIO: SERVICE II

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 30. 0 (clan' t )
(cont'd
of antenna.that will be satisfactory in each, identify and describe
advantages of various types of lead-in, describe advantages and
disadvantages of various types of lead-in, describe methods and
purpose of antenna lead-in matching equipment, perform a typical
television antenna installation using nescessary hardware to secure
antenna and lead-in properly and make connection to set.

No.

Criteriorc Meatures

Performance ObjeCtives
a

30.7

The learner will identify and describe the
advantages and disadvantages of impedance
of each of the following types of lead-in
wire at 80% proficiency.
Coaxial line
1 )
twin lead
tubular twin lead
shielded twin lead
4

30.8

The 'earner will describe equipment used
for matching lead-in to set, and state
the reasons for it.

30.8

Given a typical antenna installation
problem the learner Will select the correct
tools and hardware properly mount and secure the antenna, route and secure the
lead-in, make proper connection to the set
and check operation and direction at 80%
accuracy.

0 7

Given illustrations or samples of
the following types of lead-in
wire, identify each and describe
the impedance, the advantage and
the disadvantages of each.
1
cOaxial line
twin lead
tubular twin lead
shielded twin lead
4

30.8

Identify and describe the purpose
for antenna lead-in matching
equipment.

30.9

Perform a typical antenna installation.

9785

ACCREDITATION NUMBER

CCUTLSE TIT

RADIO TELEVISION SERVICE Il

TEECNAL PMFOR.ANCE
11 0
OBJECTIVE NC.

Note:

describe the purpose of the
The learner will, with 80:0 accuracy,
State the duties of the
"Florida Electronics Service Act of 1970",
dealers, describe the
"Director" of the bureau of electronic repair
board",
list those acts or
membership and duties of the "Advisory
registration,
describe
omissions which may be cause for revocation of
of
complaints.
procedures for appeal and for adjustment
objective be updated as often
It ia intended that this performance

Intermediate Performance Objectives

;00

Criterion-MeaSures

No.

Describe the purpose of the
Electronic Service Act of 1970.

The learner will describe the purpo,
80%
the Electronic Service Act of 1970 at

1.1

accuracy.

31.2

31;3

31.4

05

_1.6

The duties of the Director are

The learner will state the duties of the
Director and describe the qualifications
for the Chief" of the bureau of electronic
repair dealers at 80% accuracy.

1:

2.
3.

and the director shall appoint a
Chief of the'Eureau who has had
years experience in the electronic
repair business immediately preceding his appointment.

The learner will desaribe the number nd
qualifications of the members of the
Advisory board and their duties at 8
accuracy.
those*
The, learner will list, and describe
which
when
done
by
a
acts or oMissions
result
in
revocation
,o
serviw dealer may
80%
accuracy.
registration,at

The Advis6ry board shall consist of
members
members.
engaged
in-the
shall have been
electronic repair business for at
years.
least

The learner will describe the service
dealers requirements concerning each'of
accuracy.
the,following at.8
invoice
1.

List and describe 6 acts or omissio
which may result in a service deale
losing his registration.

2,

parts'

3.
4.

estimates
recOrds

Deaaribe the requirements and
regulations concerning each of the
following:
Invoices
1.
Parts'
2.
Estimates
3.
Records
4.

The learner will desc ibe the procedure
for appeal of loss of validation of
registration.

In the event that an application
registration is turned down or an
invalidate
existing registration
the service dealer may appeal to

62

085

TATION NUMT

COWRSE TITLE:

RADIO TELENI SION SERYICE II

TERMINAL PMFORMANCE

ILIDA LAW

OBJECTIn 1y0.3100(con
Cont,d)

as changes in law dictate.

'ate Performance Objectives
The learner will describe the manner in
which a customer may register A complaint
again-t a sarfrice dealer.

1.7

In the event that a customer wishes
to register a complaint against a
service dealer, he may do so to the

A

ITATION NUMBER

9785

DIO TETFV:SION 5HVICE II

CaIRSE TIT

TERMINAL ERFTWANCE

avEarm ro.

32.0

EMPLOYEE

ILR/CUSTOMER RELATIONS

The learner will, with 8070 proficiency, list the items_that an
employer must consider as part of his overhead expense. Identify
the advantages of cleanliness in a shop, describe the effects of
proper inventory control and storage, state the reasons for main-.
taining proper records, state the advantages of having test equipment
proper Working condition and describe the effects
and tools in
of broken test equipment and lost tools, state several reasons why

'ate Performance Objectives
The learner will'prepare a list of /0 items
which an employer must consider Ps overhead
expenses at 80% accuracy.
Rent/payments on bldg.
1.
2.
Electric
3* Telephone (inc. advertisi: )
Insurance
4.

=en items that an empioyer
consider as overhead expenses.

.

.

5.
6.
7.
8.

CriterIon-MeaSaes

Upkeep (equipment,. tools)

Wages to employees
ExpepdaXaes
Taxes
9. Trade pubs. and trade dues*
10.
Advertising:
'The learner will prepare a costperhour
statement tor shop from given list of
overhead eXPensea.,

132.3

The learner Will list 6 advantages that
are gained by keeping the shop clean and
neat.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

More attractive to customers
Better working conditions
Fewer lost parts
Less chance of d--age to equipmen__
Safer
Decreases cost

List 6 advantages to be gained by
keeping shop clean and neat.

ACCREDITATI6N N

COURSE TIT

9785

DIO /ThLEVI5 0

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 32.0(contvd)

CUSTOMER

TIONS

(conttd)

starting salary may be lower than expected and the reasons that wages
increase, identify the effects normally associated with good personal
appearance and grooming, describe relationship of customer to shop,
list several methods that can be used to build good customer re'
lotions, describe the qualifications for obtaining a CET certificate,
list the goals of the CET program and of the electronic service
organizations such as FESA, NEA, NATESA, ISCET.
No.
32.4

32,5-

32 ;

32.7

Intermediate Performance Objectives

NO.

32.4

State the factors that make up
good inventory control for tools,
equipment and parts.

The learner will describe five advantages to
be gained from good inventory control.
Work is more efficient
1.
2. Perform.better maintenance
Inventory is easier to maintain
3.
Overhead cost is reduced
4.
Profits are increased
5.

32.5

Describe five advantages to be
gained from good inventory control

The learner will li t four reasons for
Maintaining records.
Reqnired by law
1.
2. For cost control
To maintain inventory
3.
For tax_purposes
4.
For -maintenance history
5.

32.6

List 4 reasons for maintaining
complete and accurate records.

The learner will describe what is meant
by good inventory control.
1..Know what is in shop
2, Know where each item is
3. Have a place for each item and keep it
in that place.
4. Have a procedure for automatically
replacing each item.as it is used.
called a perpetual inventory)

The learner will list the advantages of
having tools and test equipment in proper
working condition.

32.7

List the advantages to be gained
by having tools and test equipment
complete and maintained in good
working order.

32.8

List the effects of broken test
equipment and lost or defective
tools.

1 Efficient servicing
2.

5.

32.

Oritarion7 MeaSures

Reduces cost
Better service
More enjoyable work
Increased profits

The learner will list the effects of broken
test equipment and lost or defective tools.
Takes longer to do job
1.
Costs more in time and material
2.

65

ACCREDITATION !UMBE

COURSE TITLE:

9785

ADI0 EUTISION

SEIV10E 11

TERMINAL PERFOR:"..ANCE

LOYER CUSTOKER RELATIONS

OBJECTIVE NO. 32.0 cont d

--

Intermediate Performance Objectives

3.
4.
5.

Quality of service is reduced
Work i hard
Customer unhappy

No.

Criteriorr

easures

ACCREDITATIOV

COURSE TITLE:

TELE

SION SViCE II

TERYJVAL PalF=ANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.132.0

contid)

Intermediate Performance Objectives
The learner will list the reasons why
technician starting wages may not be

EMPLOYER/EMPLOYER CUSTOMER RELATIONS

No,

32,9

a--s'high as expected.
1.
laek of experience
2.
still learni
-3.

4.

3241

Criterio n-tleisures

List several reasons why the
techinician'starting wages are
not very high.

slow work
requires.help and supervision

List the reasons why you can
.expect regular wage increases.

The learner will list,the reaSons why
he may expect regular wage increases
1.
experience
2.
knowledge increases
3.
works faater
4. .requires less help and supervision
5.. becomes more valuable-to employer

32.10

The ldarner will identify the effects that
are associated with good personal
appearance and groomintw
1.
increases confidence (boss & customer)
2.
increases self image
3.
improves work habits

32.11

List the advantages to be gained
from good personal appearance
and good grooming.

The learner will list the personality trait
which will improve his chances for advance
ment and improve his relEttionship with
fellow employees.
1.
respect for others opinions
2.
ability to listen and appreciate advice
3.
ability and willi'ngness to carry out
instructions
respect for others property.
4.
5.
cheerfulness
6.
promptness
7.
helpful
8.
dependable
9.
honest
10.
loyalty

32.

List at least 8 personality trai
which will improve your chance's
for advancement and improve
your relationships with fellow.
employees.

67

CREDITATION

COURSE TIT

TIRMINAL FEOrMA
OBJECTIVE NO.:32,fi (von

USTOME2 RELATIONS
Et4PLC._LY.ELE_L___MPLOYER

Criterion- Meaiui"es

Intermediate Performance Objecti

Describe the relationship between
the customer and the shop and the
importance of the customer to the

The learner will'desdribe the relationship
of the customer with the shop and his
importance'to the shop.

[

2 4
12.15.

2 16

111:-.e learner will list several methods that
can be used to build good customer relations

The learner will identify the CET certifi
cate, describe the qualifications for.obtain
ing a CET.
The learner will describe the goals of the
'CET program and-the electronic& service'
.organizations (FESA, NEA, NATESA ISCET).

shop.

2.24

Iist several methods that can be
used to improve customer relations

2.15

What is meant by 'CET?
a

What are the qualifications for
becoming a CET?
List and describe the goals of the)
CET program along.with the goals
of the. electronic service
brganizations such as FEW& NEA,
NATESA & ISCET.

32

a

8

